Optimal selection of optimization bolus thickness in planning of VMAT breast radiotherapy treatments.
The aim of this study was to find an optimal optimization skin flash thickness in volumetric modulated arc radiotherapy of the breast in consideration of soft tissue deformations during the treatment course. Ten breast radiotherapy patients with axillary lymph node inclusion were retrospectively planned with volumetric modulated arc radiotherapy technique. The plans were optimized with the planning target volume (PTV) extending outside the skin contour by 0, 5, 7, and 10 mm; and with optimization boluses of 3 or 5 mm on the extended PTV. The final dose was calculated without the bolus. The plans were compared in terms of PTV homogeneity and conformity, and dose minima and maxima. The doses to organs at risk were also evaluated. The doses were recalculated in real patient geometries based on cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) images captured 3 to 6 times during each patient's treatment course. The optimization to the PTV without the PTV extension resulted in the best CTV coverage in the original plans (V95% = 98.0% ± 1.2%). However, when these plans were studied in real CBCT-based patient geometries, the CTV V95% was compromised (94.6% ± 8.3%). In addition, for the surface (4 mm slap inside the PTV 4 mm below the body contour) dose V95% was reduced from the planned 74.7% ± 7.5% to the recalculated 65.5% ± 11.5%. Optimization with an 8-mm bolus to a PTV with 5-mm extension was the most robust choice to ensure the CTV and surface dose coverage (recalculated V95% was 95.2% ± 6.4% and 74.6% ± 8.4%, respectively). In cases with the largest observed deformations, even a 10-mm PTV extension did not suffice to cover the target. Optimization with a 5-mm PTV extension and an 8-mm optimization bolus improved the surface dose and slightly improved the CTV dose when compared to no extension plans. For deformations over 1 cm, no benefit was seen in PTV extensions and replanning is recommended. Frequent tangential and CBCT imaging should be used during treatment course to detect potential large anatomical changes.